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Editorial 

 

Prof. (Dr.) Aruna Anchal 

 

Dear Esteemed Authors, Reviewers, Colleagues and Readers, 

Greetings and welcome to the very first issue of Edumania. As the Editor-In-Chief of this 

distinguished publication, I feel an overwhelming sense of gratification to welcoming you all.  

On behalf of the Editorial Board, it is with great pride and sincere privilege that I am writing this 

message to present Edumania -An International Multidisciplinary Journal. Launching Edumania 

would not have been possible without the great and much appreciated contributions from the 

editorial and technical team. The robust intellectual support and well-timed contribution of 

researchers/ authors deserve special appreciatory applause. Our team expects similar sort of sincere 

dedication from the researchers in near future. 

Edumania not only serves as a platform for knowledge-sharing, collaboration, and inspiration, but 

also a platform for the diverse perspectives and experiences shared our researchers, we aim to 

provide a wealth of resources that ignite fresh ideas, spark meaningful discussions, and offer 

practical insights that can inspire action within education fraternity. The aim of Edumania is to 

publish high-quality papers containing fresh, cutting-edge ideas in different disciplines which 
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especially merit timely publication. Clearly, and timely publication is extremely critical for the 

overall success of the research.  Articles focus upon concepts, practices and research in multiple 

disciplines. The journal invites articles in English language only. All articles undergo initial editor 

screening, peer review and review by the editorial board. Articles/ manuscripts submitted by the 

authors with author declaration and copy rights to publish are the property of ICERT, the journal 

is open access journal under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International. Edumania is an open 

access journal which means the content is freely available without any charges to the users or 

institutions for the welfare of education fraternity and society. Researchers/ users are allowed to 

download, copy, print, search, or links to the full text articles, etc. for the lawful purpose. The 

journal doesn’t charge any article processing fee or author fee. 

The publication of Edumania is from a long process, hence, all essential steps to make it a high 

caliber scientific publication were taken. We are relying on the alliance of all our researchers, 

editors, and contributors to make it up to date, vibrant and relevant publication. We hope you will 

enjoy reading our first issue. We invite you to submit your best articles for publication. 

A warm welcome to all! 

 

Prof. (Dr.) Aruna Anchal 

Editor in Chief 

 


